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Abstract
Handover performance is critical to support real-time traffic applications in wireless network
communications. The longer the handover delay is, the longer an Mobile Node (MN) is pre-
vented from sending and receiving any data packet. In real-time network communication
applications, such as VoIP and video-conference, a long handover delay is often unacceptable.
In order to achieve better handover performance, Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 (FPMIPv6) has been
standardised as an improvement to the original Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) in the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF). The FPMIPv6 adopts a link layer triggering mechanism to
perform two modes of operation: predictive and reactive modes. Using the link layer triggering,
the handover performance of the FPMIPv6 can be improved in the predictive mode. However,
an unsuccessful predictive handover operation will lead to activation of a reactive handover. In
the reactive mode, MNs still experience long handover delays and a large amount of packet
loss, which significantly degrade the handover performance of the FPMIPv6. Addressing
this problem, this thesis presents an Enhanced Triggering Mechanism (ETM) in the FPMIPv6
to form an enhanced FPMIPv6 (eFPMIPv6). The ETM reduces the most time consuming
processes in the reactive handover: the failed Handover Initiate (HO-Initiate) delay and bi-
directional tunnel establishment delay. Consequently, the overall handover performance of the
FPMIPv6 is enhanced in the eFPMIPv6. To show the advantages of the proposed eFPMIPv6,
a theoretical analysis is carried out to mathematically model the performance of PMIPv6,
FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6. Extensive case studies are conducted to validate the effectiveness
of the presented eFPMIPv6 mechanism. They are carried out under various scenarios with
changes in network link delay, traffic load, number of hops and MN moving velocity. The case
studies show that the proposed mechanism ETM reduces the reactive handover delay, and the
presented eFPMIPv6 outperforms the PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6 in terms of the overall handover
performance.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis aims to develop an enhanced Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 (eFPMIPv6) to improve the
handover performance for Fast Proxy Mobile IPv6 (FPMIPv6). It starts with an introduction to
the background, problem statements and motivation for this research, followed by a statement
of research objective and contributions.
1.1 Background
The rapid development of wireless networks has made it possible for people to communicate
while they are moving. Nowadays, people demand not only access to the wireless network
“anytime and anywhere” but also to be “always best connected” [Masud et al., 2012]. Thus,
providing an efficient mobility management protocol becomes challenging in developing next
generation wireless networks.
One of the most challenging issues in wireless mobility management is to provide a smooth
connection transfer for Mobile Nodes (MNs) from one access network to another. Due to
the limited transmission range of wireless networks, when an MN moves out the currently
served access network, ongoing communication sessions should be transferred to a new access
network. This connection transfer is called a handover. During the handover, there is a period
of time that the MN is unable to send or receive any data packet, and all packets destined to
the MN are lost. To support real time applications, such as VoIP and video-conferencing, the
mobility management protocol must be able to support handovers with the smallest amount of
handover delay and smallest number of packet loss possible. Therefore, a seamless handover
1
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mechanism is highly desirable in designing efficient mobility management protocols.
1.2 Problem Statement
Fast Proxy Mobile Internet Protocol version 6 (FPMIPv6) [Yokota et al., 2010] is a widely
accepted mobility management protocol. It is standardised in the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) in order to improve the handover performance of the Proxy Mobile Internet
Protocol version 6 (PMIPv6) [Gundavelli et al., 2008b]. The FPMIPv6 adopts a fast handover
triggering mechanism based on link layer information and consists of two modes: predictive and
reactive modes. Although the fast handover mechanism introduced by FPMIPv6 improves the
handover performance in the predictive mode, the MN still experiences a long handover delay
and a large amount of packet loss in the reactive mode. This becomes the main factor in the
degradation of the overall handover performance of the FPMIPv6. Therefore, this research aims
to identify a means to improve the overall handover performance of the FPMIPv6 by providing
an effective reactive handover for MNs with the smallest amount of handover delay and the
smallest amount of packet loss.
1.3 Motivation
Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the handover performance of the FPMIPv6.
Lee et al. [2013] have indicated that the handover performance of the reactive mode in the FP-
MIPv6 is even worse than that of the PMIPv6, because the fast handover triggering mechanism
introduces some extra signalling to set up the bi-directional tunnel. Once a failed predictive
handover occurs, all those extra signalling exchange works that have been done before become
useless. In addition, Kim et al. [2013] have illustrated that when the MN moves at a vehicle
speed, the percentage of the MNs that perform handover in reactive mode is 87% (respectively
51%) for the fast handover is triggered in 1m (respectively 3m) before the MN moves out the
transmission range of the pAN.
To improve the handover performance of the FPMIPv6, many research activities have fo-
cused on enhancing the fast handover mechanism in the predictive mode [Alassaf and Mellor,
2011, Kim et al., 2012, Li et al., 2008]. Also, Mohanty and Akyildiz [2006], Kim et al. [2013]
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and Ryu and Mun [2009] have investigated the probability of failed predictive handover and
provided solutions to increase its probability. However, there is no method available to improve
the handover performance of the reactive mode. Therefore, enhancing the reactive handover is
highly desirable in order to improve the overall handover performance of the FPMIPv6.
1.4 Research Objective and Contributions
From the research problem described above, this thesis aims to design an enhanced Fast Proxy
Mobile IPv6 (eFPMIPv6) that allows MNs to perform efficient handovers. More precisely, the
new protocol is able to:
• Improve the handover performance of the reactive handover.
• Improve overall handover performance of the FPMIPv6 in terms of handover delay and
packet loss.
This thesis contributes to the field of mobility management protocols in the following ways:
(1) An eFPMIPv6 protocol is proposed with an Enhanced Triggering Mechanism (ETM) ;
and
(2) A theoretical analysis is conducted for the main degradations of the handover perfor-
mance in PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6.
1.5 Outline of Thesis
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 analyses relevant mobility management
protocols and provides a literature review of related work. In chapter 3, a new protocol eFP-
MIPv6 with our new handover triggering mechanism ETM is presented to solve the research
problems, followed by theoretical analysis of the protocol. Simulation evaluation is then con-
ducted in Chapter 4. Finally, in Chapter5, a conclusion of this thesis is drawn, and the areas of
future work are recommended.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter presents a literature review of mobility management protocols. A general research
background about IP mobility management protocols is presented in Section 2.1. Then, Section
2.2 analyses the handover performance of the standard mobility management protocols such as
PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6. In Section 2.4, several pieces of related research are evaluated. Section
2.5 summarizes the literature review.
2.1 PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6 Protocols
As the number of mobile devices grows rapidly, providing a seamless handover in the wireless
network becomes a very challenging issue when real-time applications are being used. In order
to overcome this issue, many research studies and standardizations have been conducted on
mobility management in the recent years.
Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [Force, 2011] is a basic mobility management protocol, which is
designed to provide an unbroken connectivity to MNs when the MNs hand over from one
wireless network to another. Whenever the MN moves from its registered Home Agent (HA)
to a newly attached Access Network (nAN), the MN needs to be registered with the nAN
by getting a Care of Address (CoA). With this CoA, the MN maintains communication with
its HA and other Corresponding Nodes (CNs). However, the MIPv6 is not widely deployed
because it requires a mobility stack to be installed into all MNs and this requirement results in a
tremendous burden on the MNs. In addition, the handover registration in MIPv6 will introduce
additional signalling overhead on the MN, as well as long handover delay and a large amount
5
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of packet loss.
The PMIPv6 [Gundavelli et al., 2008a] has been developed from the concept of network-
based mobility support protocol. The mobility support for the MN is managed by newly intro-
duced network entities such as Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and Mobility Access Gateway
(MAG). The PMIPv6 does not require additional mobility management protocol or modifica-
tion on MNs. Therefore, the burden of installing the mobility stack into MNs and signalling
overhead on MNs has been eliminated. However, despite the good standing of PMIPv6 to
reduce MN’s handover signalling costs, the PMIPv6 still suffers from some issues, such as high
handover delay and a large amount of packet loss.
In order to address the handover delay and packet loss problems caused by the PMIPv6,
FPMIPv6 [Yokota et al., 2010] was proposed by IETF. The FPMIPv6 is designed to minimize
the handover delay by preparing IP layer handover before the actual completion of the link
layer handover. It operates handovers in two modes which are the predictive and reactive. In the
predictive mode, the MN performs a Handover Initiate (HO-Initiate) process for establishing the
bi-directional tunnel between a previously attached Access Network (pAN) and newly attached
Access Network (nAN), and all data packets destined for the MN will be forwarded to the nAN
over the tunnel before the MN actually connects to the nAN. Therefore, the MN can receive
data packets immediately after it is attached to the nAN. However, an unsuccessful predictive
handover operation will lead to activation of the reactive handover. In reactive mode, the tunnel
will be established after the MN connected to the nAN and MNs has to wait the data packets
being forwarded from the pAN. Due to this fact, the fast handover mechanism does not work
properly in the reactive mode, and significantly degrades the overall handover performance of
the FPMIPv6.
2.2 Handover in PMIPv6
PMIPv6 is a network-based mobility management protocol which allows MNs to switch access
point without any signalling costs [Gundavelli et al., 2008a]. To achieve this, the PMIPv6
introduces two network entities called the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and Mobility Access
Gateway (MAG). The LMA is responsible for maintaining the reachability state of MNs and
is a topology anchor point for the MN’s Home Network Prefix (HNP). The MAG performs the
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mobility related signalling with the LMA on behalf of MNs. The architecture of the PMIPv6
domain is shown in Figure 2.1.
  +-----------+          +-----------+ 
  |   LMA    |<=============>|   CN      | 
  +-----------+          +-----------+ 
    //        \\ 
  //            \\ 
//     \\ 
                             //       \\ 
                           //         \\ 
                         //            \\ 
        //              \\ 
+-----------+                 +-----------+ 
|  pMAG  |                 |  nMAG  | 
+-----------+                 +-----------+ 
       | 
       | 
+-----------+ 
|   MN      |-----------> 
+-----------+  
Figure 2.1: Proxy mobile IPv6 domain.
Figure 2.2 shows the signalling call flow for an MN hands over from a previously attached
MAG (pMAG) to a newly attached MAG (nMAG) in the PMIPv6 domain. When the MN
detached with the pMAG hands over to the nMAG, the nMAG will be responsible for detecting
and registering the movement of the MN on its access link. The nMAG sends a Proxy Binding
Update (PBU) message containing relevant information about the MN attachment, such as MN-
Identifier (MN-ID) to the LMA. When the LMA receives the PBU message, it creates or updates
a Binding Cache Entry (BCE) for the MN and assigns the MN with a Home Network Prefix
(HNP). The LMA then sends a Proxy Binding Acknowledgement (PBAck) message which
includes the assigned HNP to the nMAG. The nMAG updates its Binding Update List (BUL)
entries with the PBAck information and sends a Router Advertisement (RA) message to the
MN with the available HNP which is used to configure the MN’s IP address. At this point, the
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connection between the MN and the LMA is established and the Corresponding Node (CN)
communicates with MN via the LMA and nMAG.
 
 
+----------- +   +----------- +   +----------- +   +----------- + 
|  MN |      | pMAG |   |  LMA |   | nMAG | 
+----------- +   +----------- +   +----------- +   +----------- + 
  |     |     |     | 
  |     |=====Bi-Dir Tunnel=== |     | 
  |     |     |     | 
MN Detached    |     |     | 
  |   MN Detached Event   |     | 
  |     |     |     | 
  |     |     |     | 
  |     |     |     | 
(a)  MN Attached    |     |     | 
  |     |     |    MN Attached event received 
  |     |     |      from MN or from network 
  |     |     |  (Acquire MN-ID and Profile) 
  |     |     |     | 
(b)  | ----------------------Rtr Sol---------------------------------------------------------------> | 
  |     |     |     | 
(c)  |     |     |<-----------------PBU------ | 
|     |     |     | 
  |     |    Accept PBU    | 
(d)  |     |    Allocate MN-HNP(s)   | 
  |     |   Steup BCE and Tunnel    | 
  |     |     |     | 
(e)  |     |     |------------PBAck---------> | 
  |     |     |     | 
  |     |     |    Accept PBA 
(f)  |     |     |  Setup Tunnel and Routing 
  |     |     |     | 
(g)  |     |     |==== Bi-Dir Tunnel==== | 
  |     |     |     | 
(h)  |<------------------------------------------------------------------Rtr Adv-------------------| 
  |     |     |     | 
(i)   IP Address    |     |     | 
 Configuration   |     |     | 
  |     |     |     | 
  |     |     |     | 
(g)  |<======================================#|#==================| 
Figure 2.2: Handover signalling call flow in PMIPv6 domain.
In PMIPv6, the handover procedure is carried out by the following steps as originally
specified in PMIPv6 [Gundavelli et al., 2008a]:
(a) The MN disconnects from the pMAG and attaches to the nMAG.
(b) The MN sends a Router Solicitation (Rtr Sol) message to the nMAG.
(c) The nMAG sends the PBU message to the MN’s LMA.
(d) Upon accepting the PBU message, the LMA allocates a MN-HNP, set up a BCE and set
up a tunnel between itself and the nMAG.
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(e) The LMA sends the PBAck message including the MN-HNP to the nMAG.
(f) Upon receiving the PBAck message, the nMAG sets up a tunnel to the LMA and the
routing for the MN’s traffic.
(g) A bi-directional tunnel between the LMA and nMAG is established.
(h) The nMAG sends the RA message to the MN on the access link to advertise the MN’s
HNP.
(i) Upon receiving the RA message, the MN configures its IP address.
(g) CN communicates with the MN via LMA and nMAG.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the timing diagram of the PMIPv6 handover, where the related no-
tations are explained in Table 2.1. According to the diagram, the overall handover delay of
PMIPv6 equals the sum of the following operations delay:
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Figure 2.3: PMIPv6 handover timing diagram.
• The MN establishes a link layer connection with nMAG (L2 handover).
• The MN sends the Rtr Sol message to the nMAG.
• The nMAG obtains MN’s profile from the LMA.
• The nMAG sends the PBU message to the LMA.
• The LMA allocates the MN-HNP, sets up the BCE and establishes the tunnel to the
nMAG.
• The LMA sends the PBAack message to the nMAG
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Table 2.1: Notations for theoretical analysis.
Parameters Description
ε Time for obtain MN’s profile
γ Time for allocates the HNP, sets up the BCE and the tunnel between the LMA and MAG
η Time for updates BCE and set up the tunnel between the MAG and MN
ω Time for confirms the MNs’s profile and nMAG creates the new BCE
BCE Binding Cache Entry
BUL Binding Update List
HC Handover Command
HI Handover Initiate message
L2 Link layer
PBAck Proxy Binding Update Acknowledgement message
PBU Proxy Binding Update message
RA Router Advertisement message
RSS Received Signal Strength
RtrSol Router Solicitation message
THC Time for sending HC message
THI Time for sending HI message
TL2 Time for L2 handover
TPBA Time for sending PBAck message
TPBU Time for sending PBU message
TPnMAG−MN Time for the MN receives the first packet from nMAG
TPrefalse Time for the MN performs a failed predictive handover
TRA Time for sending the RA message
TReport Time for sending the report message
TRS Time for sending the RS message
• The nMAG creates the BUL and establishes the tunnel between the itself and the LMA.
• The nMAG sends the RA message to the MN.
• The MN receives the first data packet from the CN.
Let DPMIPv6 denote the overall handover delay of the PMIPv6. It can be expressed as:
DPMIPv6 = TL2 + TRS + ε+ TPBU + γ + TPBA + η + TRA + TPnMAG−MN . (2.1)
During the handover process in the PMIPv6, all packets destined to the MN will be dropped
by pMAG. Let LPMIPv6 denote the overall handover packet loss of the PMIPv6. It can be
presented as:
LPMIPv6 = λ · Lp · (TL2 + TRS + ε+ TPBU + γ + TPBA + η + TRA), (2.2)
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where λ is the data traffic rate in unit of the packets per time, Lp is the data packet length.
In PMIPv6, although MNs are not involved in mobility related signalling, they still suffer
from long handover delay and packet loss caused by the handover operations [Liza and Al-
Farabi, 2011]. Whenever the MN connects to the nMAG, the MN always performs registration
and authentication process with the LMA. Accordingly, the MN experiences handover delay
and packet loss from step (a) to (g).
To enhance the handover performance of the PMIPv6, the FPMIPv6 has been standardized
as an improvement to the original PMIPv6 in the IETF. It will be discussed in the next section.
2.3 Handover in FPMIPv6
In FPMIPv6, the pMAG anticipates the MN’s handover and redirects the data packets to the
nMAG before MNs attach to the nAN. The registration and authentication process in the nAN
are eliminated and the MN receives data packets immediately after it attaches the nAN. There-
fore, the handover delay and packet loss are significantly reduced in the FPMIPv6. This is done
by performing the HO-Initiate process for establishing the bi-directional tunnel between the
pMAG and nMAG. The architecture of the FPMIPv6 domain is shown in Figure 2.4.
There are two modes of operation in the FPMIPv6: the predictive and reactive. In the
predictive mode, a bi-directional tunnel is established before the MN attaches to the nAN. In
the reactive mode, the bi-directional tunnel is established after the MN attaches to the nAN.
2.3.1 Predictive Mode
In the predictive mode, the bi-directional tunnel is established before the MN attaches to the
nMAG. When the MN detects the Received Signal Strength (RSS) from the pAN at a level
lower than a pre-defined threshold, the HO-Initiate process will be triggered. The MN scans
its adjacent AN to find a nAN and then sends a report message, including MN-ID and nAN
Identifier (nAN-ID), to the pMAG. On receiving the report message, the pMAG establishes
the bi-directional tunnel between itself and the nMAG by exchanging Handover Initiate (HI)
and Handover Acknowledgement (HAck) messages. Then, all packets destined for the MN are
forwarded from the pMAG to the nMAG over the tunnel. Once the MN is associated with the
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nAN, the nMAG forwards the tunnelled packets to the MN immediately.
Figure 2.5 illustrates the signalling call flow of the predictive handover. According to the
signalling call flow, the predictive handover procedure is carried out by the following steps
[Yokota et al., 2010]:
(a) The MN detects the RSS from the pAN is lower than the pre-defined threshold. The MN
scans its adjacent access networks and sends the report message, including MN-ID and
the nAN-ID, to the pAN.
(b) The pAN sends a Handover Indication message, which includes the MN-ID and nAN-ID,
to the pMAG.
(c) The pMAG derives the nMAG from the nAN-ID and sends the HI message to the nMAG.
(d) The nMAG sends the HAck message to the pMAG.
(e) The bi-directional tunnel is established between the pMAG and nMAG, and packets
destined for the MN are forwarded from the pMAG to nMAG over the tunnel.
(f) pMAG sends a Handover Command (HC) message to indicate the handover is ready on
the network level.
  +-----------+         +-----------+ 
  |   LMA    |<============>|    CN      | 
  +-----------+         +-----------+ 
   //          \\ 
 //              \\ 
              //      \\ 
                           //        \\ 
                         //                         \\ 
                       //             \\ 
      //               \\ 
            +-----------+  Bi-directinal tunnel+-----------+ 
            |  pMAG  |<========>| nMAG  | 
            +-----------+                      +-----------+ 
                   |                  | 
            ___|___                           ___|___ 
          /             \           /           \ 
         (    pAN      )                       (     nAN     ) 
          \_______/          \_______/ 
  | 
  |  
         +-----------+ 
         |    MN     |---------------------> 
         +-----------+  
 
Figure 2.4: Fast proxy mobile IPv6 domain.
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+----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- + 
|  MN |  |  pAN |  |  nAN |  | pMAG |  | nMAG |  |  LMA | 
+----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- + 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(a) |------Report----> |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |   Handover   |    |    | 
(b) |    |-----------------Indication------------>|    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(c) |    |    |    |--------HI--------> |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(d) |    |    |    |<------HAck------ |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    # = |<=====Down Link Data======== | 
(e) |    |    |    # = =============> |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 | Handover |   Handover   |    |    | 
(f) |<--Command----|<- ------------Command---------------|    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
  ~~~~    |    |    |    |    | 
(g)  L2 Link down |    |    |    |    | 
  ~~~~    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |   L2 Link up   |   nAN-nMAG connection |    | 
(h) |<----------------------------------------> |<----------establishment------------>|    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(i) |<====================Down Link Data===================== |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(j) |=====================Up Link data=======================> |= #    | 
 |    |    |    #= |<==============#    | 
 |    |    |    #============================> | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(k) |    |    |    |    |--------PBU------>| 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(l) |    |    |    |    |<-------PBA-------| 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |<======================Down Link Data=================== |<============ | 
(m) |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |=========================Up Link Data==================> |============> | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 
Figure 2.5: Predictive handover signalling call flow.
(g) The MN links down from the pAN.
(h) The MN links up to the nAN, and the nAN establishes a connection with the nMAG
(i) The nMAG forwards the tunneled packets to the MN.
(j) Uplink packets from the MN are sent to the pMAG via nMAG. The pMAG then sends
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the packets to the LMA.
(k) The nMAG sends a PBU message to the LMA.
(l) The LMA responds a PBAck message to the nMAG.
(m) Data packets to or from the MN go through the nMAG instead of the pMAG.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the timing diagram of the predictive handover in FPMIPv6. According
to the diagram, the handover delay of the predictive mode is equal to the sum of the following
operations delay:
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Figure 2.6: FPMIPv6 predictive handover timing diagram.
• pMAG sends a HC message to the MN.
• MN establishes the link layer connection with the nAN (L2 handover).
• MN receives the first tunneled packet from the nMAG.
Let DFPMIPv6predictive and L
FPMIPv6
predictive denote the predictive handover delay and packet loss in the
FPMIPv6 respectively. They are expressed as:
DFPMIPv6predictive = THC + TL2 + TPnMAG−MN , (2.3)
LFPMIPv6predictive = λ · Lp · (THC + TL2). (2.4)
Comparing Equations (2.3) and (2.4) with Equations (2.1) and (2.2) respectively, we can
see that the predictive handover of the FPMIPv6 has enhanced the handover performance
of the PMIPv6. This is due to the fact that the MN is able to perform pre-registration and
pre-authentication processes while it still connects to the pAN. Also the bi-directional tunnel
between the pMAG and nMAG is established prior to the link layer attachment of the MN in
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the nMAG. The MN receives the data packets immediately after it attaches to the nAN. In the
predictive mode, the MN experiences handover delay and packet loss only during the steps (g)
and (h) in the pMAG and has no delay in the nMAG.
2.3.2 Reactive Mode
In the reactive mode, the tunnel establishment takes place after the MN is attached to the nMAG.
When the MN attaches to the nAN, the MN reports its MN-ID and pAN-ID to the nMAG. The
nMAG uses the pAN-ID to identify the pMAG and establishes the tunnel between itself and
pMAG by exchanging HI and HAck messages. When the tunnel is established, the packets
destined for the MN are forwarded from the pMAG to the nMAG over the tunnel. The nMAG
then forwards the tunneled packets to the MN.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the signalling call flow of the reactive handover. According to the sig-
nalling call flow, the reactive handover procedure is carried out by the following steps [Yokota
et al., 2010]:
(a) MN performs failed HO-Initiate process.
(b) MN links down from pAN.
(c) MN links up to the nAN and establishes a connection between the nAN and nMAG.
(d) MN reports its MN-ID and pAN-ID to nAN.
(e) nMAG sends the HI message to the pMAG.
(f) pMAG responds the HAck message back to the nMAG.
(g) Bi-directional tunnel is established between the pMAG and nMAG, and all data packets
destined for the MN are forwarded from the pMAG to the nMAG. The nMAG then
delivers the tunneled packets to the MN.
(h) Uplink data packets from the MN are sent to the pMAG via nMAG, then the pMAG
forwards them to the LMA.
(i) nMAG sends the PBU message to the LMA.
(j) LMA responds the PBAck message to the nMAG.
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+----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- + 
|  MN |  |  pAN |  |  nAN |  | pMAG |  | nMAG |  |  LMA | 
+----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- + 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(a) Failed HO-Initiate |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
  ~~~~    |    |    |    |    | 
(b) L2 Link down  |    |    |    |    | 
  ~~~~    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |   L2 Link up   |   nAN-nMAG connection |    | 
(c) |<----------------------------------------> |<----------establishment------------>|    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(d) |-------------------Report-------------->|    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
|    |    |    |    |    | 
(e) |    |    |    |<------HI---------- |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(f) |    |    |    |------HAck------> |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    # = |<=====Down Link Data======== | 
 |    |    |    # = =============> |=#    | 
(g) |<====================Down Link Data===================== ==#    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(h) |=====================Up Link data=======================> |=#    | 
 |    |    |    #= |<==============#    | 
 |    |    |    #============================> | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(i) |    |    |    |    |--------PBU------>| 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(j) |    |    |    |    |<-------PBA-------| 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |<======================Down Link Data=================== |<============ | 
(k) |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |=========================Up Link Data==================> |============> | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 
Figure 2.7: Reactive handover signalling call flow.
(k) Data packets to or from the MN go through the nMAG instead of the pMAG.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the timing diagram of the reactive handover in the FPMIPv6. Accord-
ing to the diagram, the handover delay for reactive mode is equal to the sum of the following
operations delay:
• The MN performs a failed HO-Initiate process.
• The MN links up to the nAN (L2 handover).
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Figure 2.8: FPMIPv6 reactive handover timing diagram.
• The MN reports its pAN-ID to the nMAG.
• The nMAG sends the HI message to the pMAG.
• The nMAG conforms the MN’s profile and creates the BCE.
• The pMAG sends the HAck message and creates the bi-directional tunnel with the nMAG.
• The MN receives the first tunneled packet from the nMAG.
Let DFPMIPv6reactive and L
FPMIPv6
reactive denote the reactive handover delay and packet loss in the
FPMIPv6 respectively. They are expressed as:
DFPMIPv6reactive = TPrefalse + TL2 + TReport + THI + ω + THAck + TPpMAG−nMAG−MN , (2.5)
LFPMIPv6reactive = λ · Lp · (TPrefalse + TL2 + TReport + THI + ω + THAck). (2.6)
Comparing Equations (2.5) and (2.6) with Equations (2.3) and (2.4), it can be seen that the
MN experiences a longer handover disruption in the reactive mode than in the predictive mode.
The most time-consuming processes in the reactive mode are the failed to performs predictive
handover and the bi-directional tunnel establishment in the nMAG. In the reactive mode, MNs
will experience failed HO-Initiate delay in the pMAG and bi-directional tunnel establishment
delay, from steps (a) to (f) in the nMAG.
2.3.3 Overall Handover Performance
As the FPMIPv6 operates the handovers in either the predictive or reactive mode, the overall
handover delay DFPMIPv6overall and packet losses L
FPMIPv6
overall of the FPMIPv6 can be presented as
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[Kim et al., 2013]:
DFPMIPv6overall = P
FPMIPv6
predictive ·DFPMIPv6prective + (1− P FPMIPv6peactive ) ·DFPMIPv6reactive , (2.7)
LFPMIPv6overall = P
FPMIPv6
predictive · LFPMIPv6predictive + (1− P FPMIPv6prective ) · LFPMIPv6reactive . (2.8)
where P FPMIPv6predictive is the percentage of the MN that performs predictive handover in FPMIPv6.
The percentage of the MNs that perform predictive handover is affected by the time the MN
moves across the overlapped area and the minimum time that the MN needed to complete the
HO-Initiate process. A successful predictive handover completes the HO-Initiate process before
the MN disconnects from pAN. In other words, the HO-initiate process should be completed
while the MN is able to receive signals from both the pAN and nAN.
Figure 2.9 shows the signal overlapped area of boundary cells in a standard wireless net-
work. The basic topology descriptions and related assumptions are as follows [Kim et al.,
2013]:
O
P
y
R
D
v
a
b
c
  Sth/Sath
Smin
pAN nAN
Figure 2.9: Overlapped area of boundary cells.
• Each AN signal coverage forms a circle with radius of R.
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• Sth is the RSS threshold value to trigger the HO-Initiate process.
• Smin is the minimum value of RSS. The MNs can successfully communicate with the
AN if RSS > Smin.
• ac is the mean value of the Sth. When the MN reaches any point on ac, it starts the
HO-initiate process.
Assume that the MN is located at any point (i.e., P) in the signal coverage, and moves
directly toward the nAN with a constant velocity of ν. The time for the MN to move across the
overlapped area Tacross is given by
Tacross =
D
ν
, (2.9)
where D is the horizontal distance that the MN moves across the overlapped area.
Define that the vertical distance between P and x axis is y, where D is given by
D = 2 · (
√
R2 − y2 −
√
3
2
R) for (0 ≤ y ≤ R
2
). (2.10)
Let Tfast be the minimum time that the MN required to complete the HO-Initiate process.
If the Tfast < Tacross, MNs perform the predictive handover. Then, using Equations (2.9) and
(2.10), the percentage of predictive handover Ppreditive is given by
Ppredictive =
2 · |
√
R2 − (Tfast·ν+
√
3R
2
)2 |
R
 . (2.11)
2.4 Improvement to FPMIPv6
In the past few years, many fast handover related research studies have been conducted. Authors
Lee et al. [2013] have compared the handover delay and packet loss in different modes of
FPMIPv6. The results showed that the reactive handover delay was about seven times larger
than the predictive handover. In addition, Kim et al. [2013] have pointed out that the percentage
of the reactive mode was 87% (respective 51%) for the HO-Initiate process that was triggered in
1m (respective 3m), before the MN disconnected with pAN, when the MN moved at the speeds
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between 60 and 80 km/h. Furthermore, Kim et al. [2012] have illustrated that as the moving
velocity of the MN increases, more handovers will be performed in the reactive mode.
From the above analysis, it can be seen that the reactive handover has a poor handover per-
formance and takes a large proportion of handovers in FPMIPv6, which significantly degrades
the overall handover performance of the FPMIPv6.
When the MN moves from pAN to nAN, the MN will perform handover in the reactive mode
if one of the following cases occurs and both of these two cases will result in failed predictive
HO-Initiate and bi-directional tunnel establishment delay:
Failed HO-Initiate (FHO-I): The HO-Initiate process cannot be triggered. This case could
happen when the MN is unable to identify the nAN-ID before it disconnects with the
pAN, as for Case FHO-I shown in Figure 2.10. In this case, as there is no overlapped
signal from pAN and nAN, when the MN moves towards the nAN, it cannot receive any
signals from nAN until it moves out from the transmission range of pAN. Therefore,
the MN has no way to identify the nAN-ID and send the report message to trigger the
HO-Initiate process.
Uncompleted HO-Initiate (UHO-I): The HO-Initiate process was triggered, but before the
MN receives the HC message, it already attached to the nAN. This case could happened
when the MN moves very fast, the RSS from the pAN is not sufficient for the ongoing
communication of the MN to complete the HO-Initiate process, as for Case UHO-I shown
in Figure 2.10. In this case, the MN moves across the overlapped area quickly and before
the pMAG completes the HO-Initiation process, the MN has already attached to the nAN
and performs the reactive handover. As a result, the HO-initiate process that has been
done so far become useless.
Otherwise,the MNs go across the overlapped area between line a and b in Figure 2.10. The
MNs perform handovers in predictive mode, because the MNs are able to identify the nAN-ID
and have enough time to complete the HO-Initiate process.
As described in the FHO-I case, the nAN-ID identification is an important factor that
determines whether the MN performs the handover in predictive or reactive mode. If the
MN can identify the nAN in advance and trigger the HO-Initiate process, it will perform the
predictive handover. To identify the nAN-ID more quickly and accurately, a Global Positioning
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Figure 2.10: Tow cases where MN performs reactive handover in a standard FPMIPv6
topology.
System (GPS) has been widely adopted in movement detection and nAN discovery process.
Montavont and Noel [2006] introduced a new network entity called Mobility Controller (MC)
to constantly monitor the position of the MN and predict the nAN prior to a handover. By using
the proposed MC mechanism, the MN periodically sends its GPS coordinates to the MC to
calculates the distance between MN and pAN. When the distance is larger than a threshold, the
MN selects a nAN which is geographically closest to the MN’s new location.
Similar methods are also proposed in Montavont and Noel [2003], Moravejosharieh et al.
[2011, 2012]. By utilizing location information provided by the GPS device, the MN detects
its movement and predicts its future positions. The MN identifies the nAN and triggers the
HO-Initiation process that does not necessarily receive the signal from nAN. However, GPS
aided handover solutions require MNs not only to be equipped with GPS receivers, but also to
calculate complex mathematical formulas to find a proper nAN. Therefore, GPS-aided models
incur tremendous burdens on the MN.
From the UHO-I case, it can be seen that whether the proxy agent completes the HO-Initiate
process before the MN attaches to the nAN is another important factor that determines whether
the MN performs the handover in the predictive or reactive mode. In order to reserve enough
time for the MN to process HO-Initiation, Mohanty and Akyildiz [2006] developed a cross-layer
handover management protocol called Cross-layer Handoff Management Protocol (CHMP).
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The CHMP dynamically changes the value of RSS threshold in order to reserve enough time
for the MN to complete the HO-Initiate process. This was achieved by estimating MN speed
and predicting the handover signalling delay of possible handovers. If the MN moves very fast,
the MAGs will set the RSS threshold at a lower value. Then, the HO-Initiate process will be
triggered earlier than normal, and vise versa. Although the CHMP increases the probability
of predictive handover, it still has some drawbacks. Firstly, the reactive handover still exists,
and the protocol has no solution for improving it. Secondly, in a standard wireless network
topology, if the RSS threshold is set with a lower value, the signal overlapped area becomes
smaller. As the MN has no way to identify the nAN before it moves into the overlapped area,
the HO-Initiate process still cannot be triggered.
A B-PMIPv6 handover scheme has been proposed by Kim et al. [2009] to provide a seamless
handover in PMIPv6. The concept of this scheme is that the LMA will bi-cast the data packets
to both pMAG and nMAG when the MN is in the signal overlapped area. The MN could receive
data packets from both of the pMAG and nMAG during the handover. When connecting to the
nAN, the MN sends a message to the LMA to indicate the handover completion and stop bi-
casting. By implementing this scheme, the MN experiences the link layer handover delay only.
Although this scheme could be implemented in FPMIPv6, there is no doubt that bi-casting the
data packets would double the signaling cost and packet load on the network level.
2.5 Chapter summary
Many studies have been carried out which aim to enhance the handover performance while
MNs hand over between different access networks. The PMIPv6 provides a host based mobility
management in order to improve the handover performance by reducing the mobility related
signalling burden on MNs. However, MNs still suffer from long handover delay and a large
number of packet loss. FPMIPv6 and many related research studies were conducted to reduce
handover delay and packet loss caused by PMIPv6. However, limited effort has been made in
the reactive mode of the FPMIPv6 and no work has provided a solution to improve the handover
performance for the reactive mode. Therefore, this research is motivated to enhance the overall
handover performance of the FPMIPv6 by improving the reactive handover’s performance.
Chapter 3
Development of eFPMIPv6: Enhanced FPMIPv6
This chapter presents the enhanced FPMIPv6: eFPMIPv6. Section 3.1 outlines the eFPMIPv6.
Section 3.2 presents a detailed description of the eFPMIPv6 design and operation. Theoretical
handover performance analysis and evaluation of the proposed mechanism are covered in Sec-
tion 3.3. Then, the proposed mechanism is implemented in Section 3.4. Finally, Section 3.5
summarizes this chapter.
3.1 Outline of the eFPMIPv6
The eFPMIPv6 is an enhanced mobility management protocol that aims to improve the overall
handover performance of FPMIPv6. The idea behind the eFPMIPv6 is to enhance the handover
performance of the reactive handover caused by the two cases, the UHO-I and FHO-I, which
were discussed in the Section 2.4. In order to achieve that, an Enhanced Triggering Mechanism
(ETM) is introduced to the FPMIPv6 to form the eFPMIPv6. By implementing the ETM, two
main factors that result in the long handover delay and the large number of packet loss in the re-
active handover, the failed predictive HO-Initiate delay and bi-directional tunnel establishment
delay, are eliminated in the eFPMIPv6.
The eFPMIPv6 reuses all the functional entities that are presented in the FPMIPv6 and uti-
lizes the advanced features of the FPMIPv6 such as fast handover triggering and bi-directional
tunnel mechanism. In order to facilitate the ETM, the eFPMIPv6 requires some modification
on both MNs and MAGs, and no other modification is required beyond those two entities.
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3.2 Design and Operation of the eFPMIPv6
This section presents the design of the eFPMIPv6. It starts with the design of the eFPMIPv6.
Then, it presents the operation of the proposed mechanism.
3.2.1 Design of the ePPMIPv6
In order to support the proposed ETM, the ETM requires that all MAGs know the geographic
topology of each AN and its neighbours. This is done by maintaining a neighbouring list for
each AN. Figure 3.1 shows an example of FPMIPv6 network topology with 1 LMA and 3
MAGs where AN 1-22, 23-45 and 46-67 are connected to the MAG 1, MAG 2 and MAG 3
respectively. The ANs are classified as inner cells (e.g., 1-18) and boundary cells (e.g., 19-27)
and each boundary cell has only one neighbouring MAG. When the MN hands over between
the inner cells, it performs the link layer handover only. For instance, the MN hands over from
AN 1 to AN 5. In this case, the ETM is not invoked. When the MN hands over between the
boundary cells which belong to different MAGs, the MN will perform the IP layer handover.
For instance, the MN hands over from AN 19 to AN 23. In this case, pMAG will execute the
ETM.
The ETM includes two modules, the RSS Threshold Setter (RTS) and Handover Classifier
(HCL). The RTS module reduces the reactive handover delay and packet loss result from
Uncompleted HO-Initiate (UHO-I) and the HCL module reduces the reactive handover delay
and packet loss caused by Failed HO-Initiate (FHO-I). The architecture of the ETM is shown in
Figure 3.2.
The RTS module calculates the information that has been collected by RSS Measurement
Unit and Speed Estimation Unit to determine the right time to trigger the fast handover. It
uses the CHMP algorithm proposed by Mohanty and Akyildiz [2006] to set an adaptive RSS
threshold (Sath). The main effect of different Sath values will be on the occurrence time of the
fast handover, which will be triggered earlier with higher MN speed and vice versa.
The HCL module classifies the predictive or reactive handover that is going to be performed
by the MN. When the RSS of the MN is lower than the Sath, the MN starts to scan the adjacent
ANs. If the MN receives the RSS from nAN and is able to identify the nAN-ID, it sends the
report message to the pMAG to trigger the Predictive Unit. In this case, the MN performs the
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Figure 3.1: Network topology.
standard predictive handover. Otherwise, if the MN cannot receive the RSS from nAN or cannot
identify the nAN-ID, the report message will trigger the Reactive Unit. In this case, the pMAG
checks its neighbouring list to select a neighbouring MAG and establish the bi-directional tunnel
with the neighbouring MAG.
The logic flow diagram of the ETM is shown in Figure 3.3, and the detailed descriptions are
as follows:
Step 1. MN monitors its RSS and speed from the pAN to calculate the Sath.
Step 2. When the RSS of the MN is lower than the Sath, the MN checks if the pAN is an inner
cell, it will perform the link layer handover.
Step 3. If the MN is served by a boundary cell, it checks whether it can receive the RSS from the
nAN and sends the report message to the pMAG.
Step 4. If the report message contains nAN-ID, the Predictive Unit will be triggered. Otherwise,
the Reactive Unit will be triggered.
Step 5. The Handover Execution Unit performs different handover processes depending on whether
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Figure 3.2: Enhanced triggering unit.
it is triggered by the Predictive Unit or Reactive Unit. If it is triggered by the Predictive
Unit the pMAG performs the standard predictive handover. Otherwise, if it is triggered
by the Reactive Unit, the pMAG selects the neighbouring MAG by checking the neigh-
bouring list and establishes the tunnel between itself and the neighbouring MAG.
To provide a detailed description of the proposed mechanism operation, the entire handover
process is subdivided into the following steps:
Sath Setting: The ETM starts with the Sath setting. When the MN is connected with pMAG
and moves towards nMAG, the RTS estimates the MN speed and dynamically adjusts the
value of Sath. Obviously, when the handover is triggered earlier, it provides longer time
for the nMAG to perform the HO-Initiate process. This step reduces the reactive handover
delay and packet loss result from the Uncompleted HO-Initiate (UHO-I).
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Figure 3.3: Flow diagram of ETM operation.
Handover Classification: The second step of the ETM is handover classification. Once the
fast handover is triggered, the MN scans its adjacent AN in order to identify the nAN-ID.
Then, the MN sends the report message to the pMAG. If the report message contains
nAN-ID, the Predictive Unit will be triggered. Otherwise, the Reactive Unit will be
triggered.
Handover Execution: The final step of the ETM is handover execution. When the Predictive
Unit is triggered, the pMAG performs the standard predictive handover. Otherwise, when
the Reactive Unit is triggered, the pMAG checks its neighbouring list and selects a neigh-
bouring MAG for the MN. Then, the pMAG establishes the tunnel between itself and
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the neighbouring MAG. Once the bi-directional tunnel is established, the pMAG sends a
Handover Command message to the MN to indicate the handover is ready on the network
level. The packets destined for the MN will be forwarded to the neighbouring MAG. The
neighbouring MAG delivers the packets immediately after the MN has connected with
the nAN. This step reduces the reactive handover delay and packet loss result from the
Failed HO-Initiate (FHO-I).
It is noted that the MN may not move into the neighbouring MAG but moves into an inner
cell instead. Therefore, the ETM requires that the pMAG buffers all packets while tunneling
them to the neighbouring MAG. Once the MN moves into an inner cell, the pMAG delivers the
buffered packets to the MN and stops tunneling. This process belongs to the link layer handover
and will not be discussed in this thesis.
3.2.2 Proposed Mechanism of Operation
The signalling flow of the predictive with the ETM handover in the eFPMIPv6 is the same as in
the FPMIPv6 which is shown in Figure 2.5.
The signalling flow of the reactive with the ETM handover in the eFPMIPv6 is shown in
Figure 3.4. It is described in the following steps:
(a) The MN measures its RSS and speed to set a Sath value.
(b) The MN reaches the Sath and reports its MN-ID and the pAN-ID to the pMAG to trigger
the Reactive Unit.
(c) The pMAG checkes its neighbouring AN of pAN from its neighbouring list.
(d) The pMAG sends the HI message including the MN-ID to the neighbouring MAG.
(e) The neighbouring MAG responds the HAck message to the pMAG.
(f) The bi-directional tunnel is established between the pMAG and neighbouring MAG.
(g) The pMAG sends the Handover Command message to the MN to indicate the handover
is ready on the network level and forwards all data packets to the neighbouring MAG.
Meanwhile, the data packets will be buffered in the pMAG in case the MN moves back.
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+----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- + 
|  MN |  |  pAN |  |  nAN |  | pMAG |  | nMAG |  |  LMA | 
+----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- +  +----------- + 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
|    |    |    |    |    | 
(a) Sath Setting  |    |    |    |    | 
|    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(b) |--Sath Report---> |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |   Handover   |    |    | 
 |    |-----------------Initiation------------->|    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
|    |    |    |    |    | 
(c) |    |    |   Neighboring List  |    |  
|    |    |   Checking   |    | 
|    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(d) |    |    |    |--------HI--------> |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(e) |    |    |    |<------HAck------ |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(f) |    |    |    # = |<=====Down Link Data======== | 
 |    |    |    # = =============> |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
|    |    |    |    |    |  
| Handover |   Handover   |    |    | 
 |<--Command----|<- ------------Command---------------|    |    | 
(g) |    |    |   --------------   |    | 
 |    |    |    ||Buffering||   |    | 
 |    |    |   --------------   |    |  
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
  ~~~~    |    |    |    |    |    
L2 Link down  |    |    |    |    | 
  ~~~~    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |   L2 Link up   |   nAN-nMAG connection |    | 
(h) |<----------------------------------------> |<----------establishment------------>|    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |<====================Down Link Data===================== |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |=====================Up Link data=======================> |= #    | 
 |    |    |    #= |<==============#    | 
 |    |    |    #============================> | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |<-------CLB------- |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
(i) |    |    |    |    |--------PBU------>| 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |<-------PBA-------| 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |<======================Down Link Data=================== |<============ | 
(j) |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |=========================Up Link Data==================> |============> | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 |    |    |    |    |    | 
 
Figure 3.4: Signalling flow of proposed mechanism.
(h) The MN attaches to the neighbouring AN, the neighbouring MAG delivers the packets to
the MN and sends a Clean Buffering (CLB) message to the pMAG to clean the buffered
packets.
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(i) The neighbouring MAG binding updates the MN by exchanging PBU and PBAck mes-
sages with the LMA.
(j) The MN sends and receives data packets via the neighbouring MAG instead of the pMAG..
3.3 Theoretical Analysis of the eFPMIPv6
Figure 3.5 illustrates the timing diagram of the reactive with the ETM handover in the eFP-
MIPv6. According to the diagram, the handover delay of the reactive with the ETM handover
is equal to the sum of the following operations delay:
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Figure 3.5: eFPMIPv6 reactive with ETM handover timing diagram.
• The pMAG sends the Handover Command to the MN that indicates the handover is ready
on the network level.
• The MN establishes the link layer connection with the neighbouring AN (L2 handover).
• The MN receives the first data packet from neighbouring MAG.
Let DeFPMIPv6reactive and L
eFPMIPv6
reactive be the reactive with the ETM handover delay and packet
loss in the eFPMIPv6, respectively. They are expressed as:
DeFPMIPv6reactive = THC + TL2 + TPneighbouringMAG−MN . (3.1)
LeFPMIPv6reactive = λ · Lp · (THC + TL2). (3.2)
The operation of the predictive with the ETM handover in the eFPMIPv6 is the same as
that in the FPMIPv6. Therefore, the predictive with the ETM handover delay DeFPMIPv6predictive and
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packet loss LeFPMIPv6predictive in eFPMIPv6 are expressed as:
DeFPMIPv6predictive = THC + TL2 + TPnMAG−MN , (3.3)
LeFPMIPv6predictive = λ · Lp · (THC + TL2). (3.4)
In the same way as the FPMIPv6, the eFPMIPv6 operates the handover in either predictive
or reactive mode. Therefore, the overall handover delayDeFPMIPv6overall and packet loss L
eFPMIPv6
overall
of eFPMIPv6 can be respectively expressed as:
DeFPMIPv6overall = P
eFPMIPv6
predictive ·DeFPMIPv6predictive + (1− P eFPMIPv6reactive ) ·DeFPMIPv6reactive , (3.5)
LeFPMIPv6overall = P
eFPMIPv6
predictve · LeFPMIPv6predictive + (1− P eFPMIPv6reactive ) · LeFPMIPv6reactive . (3.6)
where P eFPMIPv6predictive is the percentage of the MN performing predictive handover in the eFP-
MIPv6. It is the same as P FPMIPv6predictive . Using Equation (3.2) and (3.4), the overall handover delay
DeFPMIPv6overall and packet losses L
eFPMIPv6
overall of eFPMIPv6 can be respectively expressed as:
DeFPMIPv6overall = D
eFPMIPv6
predictive , (3.7)
LeFPMIPv6overall = L
eFPMIPv6
predictive . (3.8)
Table 3.1 shows theoretical handover delay comparison of the PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and
eFPMIPv6. From the comparison results it can be seen that the handover process of the PMIPv6
(2.1) is long. This is because the MN needs to exchange handover controlling messages and
perform registration and authentication process with the MAGs during the handover. The
predictive handover in the FPMIPv6 (2.3) experiences shorter handover process than that in
the PMIPv6, because the MN only needs to send a handover command and wait for the link
layer handover before it receives the first data packet from the nMAG. The reactive handover in
the FPMIPv6 (2.5) takes a longer process than the predictive mode, because there are more han-
dover controlling messages that need to be exchanged to support reactive handover. However,
compareing the reactive handover with (3.1) and without (2.5) the proposed mechanism ETM,
the ETM reduces the TPrefalse , TReport, THI , ω and THAck process of the reactive handover. In
addition, as the handover delay of the reactive with the ETM handover in the eFPMIPv6 (3.1)
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was reduced by the proposed mechanism ETM, the overall handover delay of the eFPMIPv6
(3.5) is lower than the overall handover delay of the FPMIPv6 (2.7).
Table 3.1: The theoretical handover delay for each protocol.
Protocol Handover Delay
PMIPv6 TL2 + TRS + ε+ TPBU + γ + TPBA + η + TRA + TPnMAG−MN (2.1)
FPMIPv6
predictive THC + TL2 + TPnMAG−MN (2.3)
reactive TPrefalse + TL2 + TReport + THI + ω + THAck + TPpMAG−nMAG−MN (2.5)
overall (1− PFPMIPv6reactive ) ·DFPMIPv6predictive + PFPMIPv6reactive ·DFPMIPv6reactive (2.7)
eFPMIPv6
predictive THC + TL2 + TPnMAG−MN (3.3)
reactive+ETM THC + TL2 + TPneigbouringMAG−MN (3.1)
overall DeFPMIPv6predictive (3.7)
Table 3.2 shows a theoretical handover packet loss comparisons of the PMIPv6, FPMIPv6
and eFPMIPv6. The reactive with the ETM handover packet loss in the eFPMIPv6 (3.2)
experiences a smaller number of packet losses than the reactive handover in the FPMIPv6
(2.6). This is because the proposed mechanism ETM reduces the reactive handover delay in
the FPMIPv6. In general, the handover packet loss is proportional to the handover delay [Al-
Surmi et al., 2013]. Also, as the proposed mechanism ETM reduces the reactive handover
packet loss, the overall handover packet loss of the eFPMIPv6 (3.6) is lower than the overall
handover packet loss of the FPMIPv6 (2.8).
Table 3.2: The theoretical handover packet losses for each protocol.
Protocol Packet Loss
PMIPv6 λ · Lp · (TL2 + TRS + ε+ TPBU + γ + TPBA + η + TRA) (2.2)
FPMIPv6
predictive λ · Lp · (THC + TL2) (2.4)
reactive λ · Lp · (TPrefalse + TL2 + TReport + THI + ω + THAck) (2.6)
overall (1− PFPMIPv6reactive ) · LFPMIPv6predictive + PFPMIPv6reactive · LFPMIPv6reactive (2.8)
eFPMIPv6
predictive λ · Lp · (THC + TL2) (3.4)
reactive+ETM λ · Lp · (THC + TL2) (3.2)
overall LeFPMIPv6predictive (3.8)
From the Tables 3.1 and 3.2 it can be seen that the proposed mechanism ETM theoretically
reduces the handover delay and packet loss of the reactive handover. Consequently, the overall
handover delay and packet loss of the FPMIPv6 is enhanced by the proposed mechanism ETM
in the eFPMIPv6.
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3.4 Implementation of the ETM
3.4.1 New Messages Format and Neighbouring List
This section defines two new mobility controlling messages: the new report and CLB message,
and the data structure of the Neighbouring List in order to support the proposed mechanism
ETM.
Figure 3.6 shows the new report message header format. The new report message is sent
from the MN to the pMAG to indicate the fast handover is taking place. It allows that the MN
commences the fast handover without nAN-ID. Also, upon receiving the new report message,
the pMAG is able to identify whether the MN is performing the predictive or reactive handover.
The new report message inherits the FBU message defined in [Yokota et al., 2010], with a flag
’F’ added to it. The ’F’ flag should be set to 1 to indicate that this message is the new report
message of eFPMIPv6. The rest of the message is described in [Yokota et al., 2010].
0                                             1                                                  2                                                  3 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0   1 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - +  
|  Sequence #                    | 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - 
|A |H | L | K| F| Reserved   |           Lifetime         | 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - 
|                            | 
.     Mobility options          . 
.                            . 
|                           | 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - 
Figure 3.6: New report message format.
Figure 3.7 shows the CLB message header format. The new CLB message is created in
order to clean the buffered data packets in the pMAG or cancel the bi-directional tunnel with
the neighbouring MAG. This message could be sent from the neighbouring MAG to pMAG to
indicate the success of IP layer handover. Then, the pMAG cleans all the buffered data packets.
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Also, this message could be sent from the pMAG to neighbouring MAG to indicate only
the link layer occurred. Then, the neighbouring MAG cancels the tunnel with the pMAG. The
CLB message inherits the HI message which is specified in [Yokota et al., 2010], with a flag ’C’
added to it. The Flag ’C’ should be set to 1, and the rest of the message is described in [Yokota
et al., 2010].
0                                             1                                                  2                                                  3 
0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0   1 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - +  
|  Sequence #                    | 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - 
|S |U |P |F |C | Reserved   |           Lifetime         | 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - 
|                            | 
.     Mobility options          . 
.                            . 
|                           | 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - 
Figure 3.7: CLB message format.
The ETM introduces the data structure list, which is called Neighbouring List, at each MAG
which stores AN-ID for all ANs and their neighbouring MAG. Whenever the Reactive Unit is
triggered, the pMAG will check its neighbouring list to select a neighbouring MAG for the MN.
Figure 3.8 shows the data structure of the neighbouring list.
3.4.2 Algorithms
The ETM mechanism is implemented separately in both MNs and MAGs. The ETM in MNs is
described in pseudo code in Algorithm 1, while the ETM in MAGs is described in pseudo code
in Algorithm 2. Both Algorithms 1 and 2 are self-explained.
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Algorithm 1 The ETM in MN
MN sets Sath; // Mobile node (MN) sets adaptive RSS threshold (Sath)
RSS ← Link layer; // MN monitors Received Signal Strength (RSS) from link layer
] Compare Sath and RSS
{
if pAN is a boundary cell then
if RSS < Sath then
MN scans nAN; // MN scans new Access Network (nAN)
nAN-ID← nAN; // MN identifies nAN-ID
] Send Report Message;
] Compare Sath and RSS;
end if;
end if;
};
] Send Report Message
{
if nAN-ID is not empty then
[nAN-ID + MN-ID]→ pMAG; // MN sends nAN-ID and MN-ID to the previous Mobile
Access Gateway (pMAG)
] Link Layer Handover; // Executing Link Layer Handover function
else
[MN-ID]→ pMAG; // MN sends MN-ID to the pMAG
] Link Layer Handover; // Executing Link Layer Handover function
end if;
};
]Link Layer Handover
{
MN Disconnect with pAN; // MN disconnects with previous Access Network (pAN)
MN Connect with nAN; // MN connects with nAN
};
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MAGs Neighbouring_List (MNL)
Boundary ANs: Neighboring MAG
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AN-47
AN-48
AN-49
Figure 3.8: Data structure of neighbouring list.
Algorithm 2 The ETM in MAGs
pMAG: Neighbouring List; // MAG maintains a neighbouring list
] pMAG← Reports message; // pMAG receives the Report Messages
{
if nAN-ID is not empty then
pMAG triggers predictive handover;
HI→ nMAG; // pMAG sends Handover Initiate (HI) message to nMAG
else
pMAG triggers reactive handover;
HI→ neighbouring MAG; // pMAG sends Handover Initiate (HI) message to neighbouring
MAG
end if;
};
] HAck← neighbouring MAG; // pMAG receives Handover Acknowledge (HAck) message
from neighbouring MAG
] pMAG===neighbouring MAG; // Creates di-directional tunnel between pMAG and
neighbouring MAG
] Send CLB→ pMAG; // neighbouring MAG send Clear Buffering message to pMAG
Process standard FPMIPv6 procedures;
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3.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented the ETM mechanism to form the eFPMIPv6. In order to reduce
the long reactive handover delay and the large number of packet loss caused by the two cases,
the Uncompleted HO-Initiate (UHO-I) and Failed HO-Initiate (FHO-I), the proposed triggering
mechanism ETM introduced the Handover Classifier (HCL) and RSS Threshold Setter (RTS)
module which were implemented into MNs and MAGs respectively. The RTS module dynam-
ically adjusted the RSS threshold to reserve enough time for MAGs to complete HO-Initiate
process. The HCL module enables the MN to trigger the HO-Initiate process and assists the
pMAG to establish the bi-directional tunnel when FHO-I case is occurring. In eFPMIPv6,
the proposed mechanism ETM eliminates the most time consuming process in the reactive
handover: the failed HO-Initiate delay and bi-directional tunnel establishment delay. The
theoretical comparison results also demonstrate that the handover performance of the FPMIPv6
handover is enhanced by the proposed mechanism.
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Chapter 4
Validation Evaluation
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the eFPMIPv6, simulation experiments are conducted in
this chapter. The experiment compares three protocols: the PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6.
These three protocols are chosen to be compared because the eFPMIPv6 is based on the FP-
MIPv6, which was introduced to reduce the handover delay and packet loss of the PMIPv6.
This chapter starts with a development of evaluation metrics in Section 4.1. Then, Section
4.2 introduces the experimental setup for the three protocols. Section 4.3 conducts extensive
simulations of the three protocols. Finally, a conclusion of the simulation evaluation is drawn
in Section 4.4 .
4.1 Evaluation Metrics
Two metrics will be used in this chapter to evaluate the handover performance: the handover
delay and packet loss. In the case of delay sensitive applications, such as VoIP and video-
conferencing, the long handover delay and a large amount of packet loss result in a noticeable
disruption in the voice transmission and flickering images for the video application[Al-Surmi
et al., 2013]. Therefore, the handover delay and packet loss are important parameters in evaluat-
ing mobility management protocols, particularly when real-time applications are being used. In
this evaluation, the handover delay is defined as the time between the last data packet received
by the MN from the pMAG until the first data packet is received by the MN from the nMAG.
The packet loss is defined as the sum of the lost packets destined for the MN during the handover
process.
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In this evaluation, we expect to see that:
• The ETM is capable of reducing the reactive handover delay and packet loss; and
• The eFPMIPv6 improves the overall handover performance over the PMIPv6 and FP-
MIPv6 in terms of the handover delay and packet loss.
4.2 Network Setup For Experiments
In order to simulate the three protocols, a single LMA PMIPv6 domain is set up. As shown
in Figure 4.1, the domain consists of 2 ANs, and each AN is connected by one MAG. The CN
is connected with the LMA and the MN is connected with the pAN. The MN moves back and
forward between ANs and hands over from pAN to nAN. It is typically assumed that all the
links between the CN, LMA, MAG and AN are wired while the link between the MN and AN
is wireless [Choi and Chung, 2009]. Moreover, it is also assumed that [Rasem et al., 2012]:
1. The CN is the source node of the data traffic.
2. The MN is the destination node of the data traffic.
3. The link delay in both directions of any link is symmetric .
As the network link delay, data traffic rate and the distance between the relative network enti-
ties are the three major factors, which have a significant influence on the handover performance
of the mobility management protocols [Kim et al., 2013, 2012, Thomas C. Schmidt, 2005],
the evaluation will be conducted with three different case studies. The variations of network
link delays, data traffic rates and hops between MAGs are considered as the prime parameters
that define the three case studies. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the overall handover
performance of FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6, the moving velocity of the MN is considered as a
variable in all case studies due to the fact that the overall handover performance of FPMIPv6
and eFPMIPv6 depends heavily on the MN moving velocity, and more reactive handovers will
occur at increased MN moving velocities [Kim et al., 2012]. Two mobility models are taken
into account: pedestrian (5km/h) and vehicle (60 and 120km/h).
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Figure 4.1: Simulation network model.
Although a great number of scenarios in each case study are conducted, in order to keep the
consistency of the comparative studies, those scenarios share several basic network configura-
tions as depicted in Table 4.1. This implies that the selection of MAC layer protocol does not
affect the performance evaluation of the proposed mechanism. In this thesis, we have arbitrarily
chosen 802.11 with 100 m transmission range as example. The pAN and nAN are configured
to channel 1 and channel 6, respectively. The wired link between the CN, LMA and MAGs
has a link bandwidth of 100 Mbps. The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) based Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) are chosen to be the packet type of application layer because it provides a constant
traffic, which is usually generated by real-time applications. The packet size is fixed at 1000
bytes.
4.3 Comparative Case Studies
In this section, three case studies, as described in Table 4.2, are conducted with respect to
network link delay, data traffic rates and hops between MAGs. All simulation case studies are
carried out in Network Simulator version 2 (NS-2), a popular used network simulator. In order
to do so, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NS2-NIST) mobility extension
[NIST, 2009, NS-2, 2005] and PMIPv6 implementation [HyonYoung, 2009] are used as a basic
simulation protocol. The proposed eFPMIPv6 is also implemented in the NS-2. All of the
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Table 4.1: Basic network specifications.
MAC layer standard 802.11b
Transmission range 100 m
pAN channel 1
nAN channel 6
MAC layer buffer type Drop-tail priority queue
Basic rate 1.0 Mbps
Channel bandwidth 11.0 Mbps
Wired link bandwidth 100.0 Mbps
Packet type UDP-CBR
Packet size 1000 bytes
Radio propagation model Two-ray ground
Routing protocol DSDV
Antenna OmniAntenna
Network area 670m×670m square
above protocol implementations have been successfully tested and fulfill the requirements of
the simulation analysis.
Table 4.2: The case studies match-up.
Case Varying parameters Fixed parameters
One Link delays and velocities Data traffic rates and Hops
Two Data traffic rates and velocities Link delays and Hops
Three Hops and velocities Link delays and Data traffic rates
4.3.1 Case One
In this case, the varying parameters are network link delay and moving velocity of the MN,
while the fixed parameters are the data traffic rate and the number of hops between the pMAG
and nMAG.
The network link delay is varied from 10 ms to 100 ms with a step value of 10 ms. The data
traffic rate and the number of hops between MAGs are constant in all scenarios in this case. The
CN sends CBR-UDP traffic to the MN with data traffic rate of 500 packets/s and the number of
hops between MAGs is kept at two hops. In addition, this case will be repeated three times with
respect to different moving velocities of the MN, which are set at 5, 60, 120 km/h respectively.
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The network parameters are shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Network parameters of case one.
Handover Delay Performance
Figure 4.3 shows the handover delay performance for the predictive and reactive handover
with/without the proposed ETM, with respect to the effect of the various network link delays.
The difference between the reactive handover with and without the ETM is clear and significant.
Without the ETM, the reactive handover has the worst performance and grows linearly when
the network link delay increases. For instance, when network link delay is 10 ms, the handover
delay of reactive handover is 444 ms higher than 200 ms from the ETM. As the network link
delay increases, the handover delay of reactive handover increases from 444 ms to 626 ms.
This is because a bi-directional tunnel between MAGs will be established after the MN attaches
to nMAG. In order to establish the tunnel, some handover signalling messages, such as HI
and HAck, will be exchanged between the LMA and MAG. The long network link delay will
increase the time needed to exchange those handover controlling message. Therefore, the MN
takes a longer time to complete the handover as the network link delay increases.
Similar to the predictive handover, the reactive handover with ETM achieves a low handover
delay, which is less than 235 ms in all scenarios. This is because, as the reactive handover with
ETM is able to establish the bi-directional tunnel before the MN attaches to the nMAG, the
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tunnel establishment delay can be reduced. It is seen from Equation (3.2) and (3.4) that the
reactive handover delay with ETM can be as lower as predictive handover.
Furthermore, the handover delay of reactive handover with ETM has a slight decrease from
10 to 70 ms. This is because, as mentioned before, the handover delay is defined as the time
duration between when the last data packet is received by the MN from the pMAG and the first
data packet is received from the nMAG. When the network link delay increases, the pMAG
needs a longer period of time to tunnel the packets to the nMAG and fewer packets are dropped
by the nMAG during the handover. Therefore, the handover delay decreases accordingly.
However, when the network link delay increases from 80 to 100 ms, the handover delay has
a slight increase. This is because when the network link delay becomes too large, more packets
will be dropped by the pMAG due to the limited buffering capacity of the pMAG.
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Figure 4.3: Predictive and reactive handover delay with/without ETM versus network link
delay.
Figure 4.4 shows the overall handover delay performance for the PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and
eFPMIPv6, with respect to the effect of the various network link delays and MN moving
velocities. As shown in this Figure 4.4a, when the MN moves at a speed of 5 km/h, the PMIPv6
handover delay progressively grows linearly when the network link delay increases, from 502
to 861 ms, higher than those from the FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6 which are about 184.2 ms
on average for the different network link delays. This is because from Equation (2.1) it can
be seen that whenever the MN performs the handover in the PMIPv6, it always performs a
location registration and access authentication process with nMAG. However, the FPIPv6 and
eFPMIPv6 achieve lower handover delays than in the PMIPv6, as the LMA performs the pre-
registration and pre-authentication processes in pMAG. Therefore, handover delays caused by
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location registration and access authentication in nMAG were eliminated in the FPMIPv6 and
eFPMIPv6.
Comparing the Figures 4.4a, 4.4b and 4.4c, when the MN moves at the different MN moving
velocities of 5, 60 and 120 km/h, we see that as the moving velocity of the MN increases, the
overall handover delay of the FPMIPv6 increases accordingly. As shown in Figure 4.4a, both
FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6 curve values are close to each other, because the percentage of reactive
handovers to overall handovers is very low when the MN speed is 5km/h. When the moving
velocity of the MN increases, as shown in Figure 4.4b and 4.4c, the overall handover delay
of the FPMIPv6 becomes longer than that in the eFPMIPv6. This is due to the fact that more
reactive handovers occur at increased MN moving velocities, which result in a long handover
delay for the MN. However, by implementing the ETM, the eFPMIPv6 achieves the lowest
handover delay. This is because, as explained in the Equation (3.7), the eFPMIPv6 keeps its
independence from the reactive handover. The handover delay caused by reactive is reduced
by the ETM. When the speeds are 60 and 120 km/h, the improvements of the overall handover
delay are 19.8% and 35.4% respectively.
Handover Packet loss performance
Figure 4.5 shows the packet loss performance for the predictive and reactive handover
with/without the proposed ETM, with respect to the effect of the various network link delays.
The curve trend of handover packet loss in this figure is similar to the handover delay in Figure
4.3. This is due to the fact that, in general, the handover packet loss is proportional to the
handover delay. When the MN experiences a long handover delay, it results in more incoming
data packets loss and vice versa. The observation clearly shows that when the network link delay
increases, the packet loss of the reactive handover will proportionally increase. For example,
the number of lost packets increases from 217 to 263 packets while the network link delay
increase from 10 to 100 ms. However, by using the proposed ETM mechanism, the reactive
handover with the ETM achieves a lower amount of packet loss, which is under 105 packets in
all scenarios. This can be attributed to the fact that there is no registration delay in the nMAG in
the reactive handover with ETM and the MN immediately receives the packets when it attaches
to the nMAG. Therefore, fewer packets are dropped by nMAG. In addition, the packet loss
of reactive handover with ETM decreases to some extent as the network link delay increases.
This is because as the network link delay increases, the pMAG needs longer time to tunnel
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(a) Handover delay when ν=5km/h.
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(b) Handover delay when ν=60km/h.
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(c) Handover delay when ν=120km/h.
Figure 4.4: Overall handover delay versus network link delay.
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the packets to the nMAG. Therefore, there are fewer tunnelled packets dropped by the nMAG
before the MN attaches the nAN.
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Figure 4.5: Predictive and reactive packet loss with/without ETM versus network link delay.
Figure 4.6 presents a comparison of the overall handover packet loss between PMIPv6,
FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6, as a function of the various network link delays, as well as MN
moving velocities. It can be seen that PMIPv6 has the worst performance in terms of the
packet loss and growth linearly as the network link delay increases. It can also be observed that
the overall handover packet loss of eFPMIPv6 remains lower than the FPMIPv6. Particularly,
the overall packet loss is reduced by 2.5%, 15.6%, and 43.3% on average in the eFPMIPv6
when MN moving velocities are 5, 60, and 120 km/h, respectively. Also, for the same reason
explained in Figure 4.4, as the MN moving velocity increases, more handovers occur in the
reactive mode. Therefore, the reduction of overall packet loss at 120km/h is larger than those
of the other two velocities.
To summarize the Case One results, the PMIPv6 handover performance suffers from long
handover delay and large number of packet loss and continually gets worse when the network
link delay increases. Although the FPMIPv6 performs better than the PMIPv6, the reactive
mode still degrades the overall handover performance of FPMIPv6. Especially, when the
MN moves at a high speed, more handovers will occur in reactive mode, which results in
longer overall handover delay and larger amount of packet loss. In the eFPMIPv6, the ETM
significantly reduces the handover delay and packet loss caused by reactive handovers. The
eFPMIPv6 achieves the best handover performance with respect to different network link delays
and keeps its independence from the network link delays and MN moving velocities.
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(a) Packet loss when ν=5km/h.
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(b) Packet loss when ν=60km/h.
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(c) Packet loss when ν=120km/h.
Figure 4.6: Overall packet loss versus network link delay.
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4.3.2 Case Two
In Case Two, the varying parameters are the data traffic rate and moving velocity of the MN,
while the fixed parameters are the network link delay and the number of hops between MAGs.
The data traffic rate is varied by adding the rate of the packets received by the MN. It is
varied from 100 to 500 packets/s with a step value of 50 pkts/s and the network link delay
is kept at 10 ms. The network link delay is kept at 10 ms and the number of hops between
the MAGs is kept at two hops. In addition, this case will be repeated three times with respect
to different moving velocities of the MN, which are set at 5, 60, 120 km/h respectively. The
network parameters of this case are shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Network parameters of case two.
Handover Delay Performance
Figure 4.8 presents a comparison of the handover delay between the predictive and reactive
handover with/without the ETM, as a function of the various data traffic rates. The observation
from this figure clearly shows that the handover delay remains constant over various data traffic
rates for all modes. This is because during the handover process, the MN is prevented from
sending and receiving any packets, and the time needed to perform the handover is independent
of the data traffic rates. The handover delay of reactive mode without the ETM is, on average
447 ms, higher than the proposed mechanism, which is about 210 ms on average for different
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data traffic rates. This is attributed to the fact that the proposed mechanism ETM eliminates the
failed HO-Initiate and tunnel establishment delay of the reactive handover; the MN immediately
receives the tunnelled packets when it attaches to the nMAG. In addition, the reactive with the
ETM handover and predictive handover are converging around each other in this simulation
result. This could be explained by Table 3.1 that both the reactive with the ETM handover
and predictive handover have the same handover process. Therefore, they experience the same
handover delay.
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Figure 4.8: Predictive and reactive handover packet loss with/without ETM versus packet
arrival rate.
Figure 4.9 presents a comparison of overall handover delay between the PMIPv6, FPMIPv6
and eFPMIPv6 with respect to the data traffic rates as well as various MN moving velocities.
It shows that for the same reasons as explained in the Figure 4.8, the handover delay remains
constant over various data traffic rates for all protocols. Moreover, the PMIPv6 has the highest
handover delay as it always performs authentication and registration with the nMAG. The FP-
MIPv6 has much lower overall handover delay than the PMIPv6, as the FPMIPv6 introduces the
fast handover mechanism. However, when the MN moving velocity increases, comparing the
Figures 4.9a, 4.9b and 4.9c, the overall handover delay of the FPMIPv6 increases significantly
because more handovers are performed in the reactive mode. For example, the overall handover
delays of FPMIPv6 are about 211, 241 and 279 ms when the MN moving velocities are 5, 60
and 120/km, respectively. In contrast, the overall handover delay of eFPMIPv6 achieves the
best performance which is constantly under 210 ms in all scenarios.
Handover Packet loss performance
The results in Figure 4.10 show the impact of various data traffic rates on the handover
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(a) Handover delay when ν=5km/h.
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(b) Handover delay when ν=60km/h.
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(c) Handover delay when ν=120km/h.
Figure 4.9: Overall handover delay versus data traffic rate
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packet loss for the reactive handover with/without the ETM and predictive handover. The figure
shows that the handover packet loss graph progressively grows linearly when the data traffic
rates increase. This is because, in general, the handover packet loss is directly proportional to
the data traffic rates. Also, comparing the reactive handover with and without the ETM, the
ETM reduces packet loss of the reactive handover significantly. For instance, when the data
traffic is 300 pcakets/s, the handover packet loss of the reactive handover with and without
the ETM are about 132 and 62 packets respectively. This is because the handover packet loss
is proportional to the handover delay, whenever the MN experiences a lower handover, fewer
incoming or outgoing data packets are lost and vice versa.
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Figure 4.10: Predictive and reactive handover loss with/without ETM versus packet arrival rate.
Figure 4.11 presents a comparison of the overall handover packet loss between the PMIPv6,
FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6, as a function of the various data traffic rates, as well as MN moving
velocities. This figure indicates that the overall handover packet losses of the PMIPv6, FP-
MIPv6 and eFPMIPv6 grow linearly when data traffic rate increases. This is because, for the
same reason explained in the Figure 4.10, the handover packet loss is proportional to the data
traffic rate. In addition, the PMIPv6 has the highest level of handover packet loss while varying
the data traffic rates. Although the FPMIPv6 has lower handover packet loss than PMIPv6 as
it is implemented with fast handover mechanism, it deteriorates as the MN moving velocity
increases. However, the eFPMIPv6 achieves the best performance and remains at the lowest
level compared with the PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6. Especially, when the MN moving velocity
increases, the significant reduction in the overall handover delay of eFPMIPv6 reduces the
overall handover packet loss. For example, in the Figure 4.11c, when the data traffic rate is 300
packets/s, the overall handover packet losses for PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6 are 152,
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82 and 62 packets, respectively. This is achieved by reducing the effect of the long reactive
handover delay which is the main cause of the data traffic loss.
To summarize the Case Two results, the ETM reduces the handover delay and packet loss
caused by the reactive handover in the FPMIPv6. As a result, the eFPMIPv6 achieves the best
handover performance with respect to different data traffic rate and keeps it independent from
MN moving velocities.
4.3.3 Case Three
In Case Three, the varying parameters are the number of hops between MAGs and moving
velocity of the MN, while the fixed parameters are the network link delay and data traffic rate.
The number of hops is increased by adding more routers between the MAGs and varying
from two to ten hops. The network link delay is kept at 10 ms and the CN sends CBR-UDP
traffic to the MN with data traffic rate of 500 packets/s. In addition, this case will be repeated
three times with respect to different moving velocities of the MN, which are set at 5, 60, 120
km/h respectively. The network parameters of this case are shown in Figure 4.12.
Handover Delay Performance
Figure 4.13 compares the handover delay between reactive handover with/without the ETM
and predictive handover, as a function of the various hops between MAGs. The figure shows that
the reactive handover has the highest handover delay and continuously increases as the number
of the hops between MAGs increases. This is because whenever the reactive handover occurs,
the MN exchanges handover controlling messages between MAGs to establish the bi-directional
tunnel. As the number of hops between the MAGs increases, the handover controlling messages
takes a longer time to be exchanged between MAGs. Thus, the time for bi-directional tunnel
establishment is getting longer. However, the handover delay of the reactive handover with ETM
is relatively lower. This is because the time for exchanging the handover controlling messages
and establishing the bi-directional tunnel in the reactive mode is reduced by the ETM. Also,
similar to the predictive handover, the handover delay of the reactive with the ETM slightly
increases as the number of hops between MAGs increase. This is because as the distance
between MAGs increases, the time needed to tunnel the data packets from pMAG to nMAG
increases.
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(a) Packet loss when ν=5km/h.
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(b) Packet loss when ν=60km/h.
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(c) Packet loss when ν=120km/h.
Figure 4.11: Overall packet loss versus packet arrival rate.
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Figure 4.12: Network parameters of case three.
In addition, the delays of predictive and reactive handover with ETM first decrease as the
number of hops between MAGs increase, and then increase as the number of hops further
increase. This is because when the number of hops between MAGs increases, more data packets
are buffered in the MAGs while the pMAG redirects those data packets to nMAG that prevents
data packet loss. When the number of hops starts to get large, the possibility of having a higher
packets drop rate of the routers increases.
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Figure 4.13: Predictive and reactive handover packet loss with/without ETM versus number of
hops between LMA and MAG.
Figure 4.14 shows the impact of the various hops between MAGs on the overall handover
delay of the PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6, when the MN moving velocities were set at 5,
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60 and 120 km/h respectively. The overall handover delay of the PMIPv6 progressively grows
linearly when the number of hops between MAGs increase. This is for the same reason as
discussed in the Figure 4.13; as the number of hops between the MAGs increases, the handover
controlling messages such as HI/HAck take a longer time to be exchanged. The overall han-
dover delay of the FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6 increases slightly when the hops between MAGs
increases. This is due to the data packets taking a longer time to be tunnelled from pMAG to
nMAG as the number of hops between MAGs increases. In addition, comparisons of Figures
4.14a, 4.14b and 4.14c show that PMIPv6 has the highest overall handover delay as it performs
authentication and registration whenever the MN connects to the nMAG. The overall handover
delays of the FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6 are relatively lower as a fast handover mechanism is
implemented. However, when the MN moving velocities increase, the overall handover delay of
FPMIPv6 increases significantly. In contrast, the eFPMIPv6 achieves an improvement over the
FPMIPv6 and remains independent of the MN moving velocities. This is because the proposed
ETM reduces the handover delay caused by reactive handovers.
Handover Packet Loss Performance
Figure 4.15 presents a comparison of handover packet losses between the reactive handover
with/without ETM and predictive handover, as a function of the various hops between MAGs.
This figure shows the reactive handover has the highest packet loss and continually increases
as the number of the hops between MAGs increases. This is because, as shown in Figure
4.13, when the number of hops between MAGs increases, the MN experiences the longer han-
dover delay to establish the bi-directional tunnel, which results in more handover packet loss.
However, reactive with the ETM handover reduces the packet loss significantly by reducing
the failed HO-Initiate and tunnel establishment delay. In addition, the packet loss of reactive
with the ETM handover is decreased to some extent as the hops between MAGs increase. For
example, the handover packet loss was dropped from 85 to 49 packets when the number of hops
was increased from two to eight. This is because when the number of hops between MAGs
increase, more data packets are buffered in the MAGs while the pMAG redirects those data
packets to nMAG which prevents the packet loss. Also, it can be seen that there was a slight
increase when the number of hops were increased from eight to ten. This is due to the increased
possibility of having a higher packets drop rate of the routers when the number of hops starts to
get large.
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(a) Handover delay when ν=5km/h.
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(b) Handover delay when ν=60km/h.
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(c) Handover delay when ν=120km/h.
Figure 4.14: Overall handover delay versus number of hops between MAGs.
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Figure 4.15: Reactive packet loss with/without ETM and predictive packet loss versus number
of hops between MAGs.
Figure 4.16 shows the overall handover packet loss of the PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and eFP-
MIPv6, with respect to the various hops between MAGs, as well as the MN moving velocities. It
can be seen that the handover packet loss of the eFPMIPv6 is lower than PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6
in all scenarios. Although the FPMIPv6 achieves lower data packet loss than PMIPv6 by
implementing fast handover mechanism, it deteriorates as the MN moving velocities increase.
In contrast, the overall packet loss presented by eFPMIPv6 carried out a reduction over the
FPMIPv6. This is for the same reason as explained before that ETM reduces the handover
delay caused by the reactive handover, which is the main cause of packet loss in the FPMIPv6.
Furthermore, the data packet loss of eFPMIPv6 is decreased to some extent when the number
of hops between MAGs increases, because more data packets were buffered in the MAGs.
In summary, the results of this case study show that the proposed ETM reduced the han-
dover delay and packet loss of the reactive handover. In addition, by implementing the ETM,
the eFPMIPv6 achieved the best overall handover performance with respect to different hops
between MAGs and remains the lowest overall handover delay and packet loss with different
MN moving velocities. The proposed mechanism presents a superior handover packet loss
improvement over the PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6.
4.4 Chapter Summary
Three case studies have been described in this chapter to compare the handover performance
of the PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6. Comparison results demonstrate that the proposed
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(a) Packet loss when ν=5km/h.
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(b) Packet loss when ν=60km/h.
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(c) Packet loss when ν=120km/h.
Figure 4.16: Overall packet loss versus number of hops between MAGs.
handover triggering mechanism ETM significantly enhances the handover performance of the
reactive mode. Consequently, by implementing the ETM, the eFPMIPv6 outperforms both
PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6 in terms of overall handover delay and packet loss, especially when the
MN moves at a high speed.
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Through the evaluation studies in this chapter, it can be seen that the proposed mechanism
achieved the research objectives discussed at the beginning of this thesis. Firstly, the ETM
enhanced the handover performance of the reactive mode. Secondly, by implementing the ETM,
the eFPMIPv6 achieved the best handover performance over the PMIPv6 and FPMIPv6 in terms
of overall handover delay and packet loss. In eFPMIPv6, the MN resumes its communication
with the CN with shorter disruption time which is critical to support real-time applications in
wireless networks.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
This chapter draws a conclusion of the thesis. A summary of the contributions of this thesis is
presented in section 5.1. Then, limitations and future work are discussed in section 5.2.
5.1 Summary of the Thesis
The work presented in this thesis has been arranged in three main parts: research background
and literature review, the proposed eFPMIPv6 protocol and the evaluation of the proposed
eFPMIPv6.
The thesis has compared widely accepted mobility management protocols PMIPv6 and
FPMIPv6 in Chapter 2. While the FPMIPv6 has enhanced the handover performance of the
PMIPv6 to some extent, it still suffers from a long handover delay and a large amount of packet
loss when mobile nodes (MNs) perform a reactive handover. Due to the limitation of the fast
handover triggering mechanism employed in FPMIPv6, two cases that lead to long reactive
handover delay and large amount of packet loss taking place are the Failed HO-Initiate (FHO-I)
and Uncompleted HO-Initiate (UHO-I). In addition, from the theoretical analysis it can be seen
that the main factors that result in the long handover delays and the large amount of packet
loss in the reactive mode of the FPMIPv6 are the failed HO-Initiate and bi-directional tunnel
establishment process.
For the identified research problem in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 has developed an eFPMIPv6
protocol in order to enhance the handover performance of the FPMIPv6. This is achieved by
proposing a new enhanced triggering mechanism (ETM) to enhance the handover performance
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of the reactive mode. The ETM dynamically adjusts the threshold to trigger the HO-Initiate
process and enables the pMAG to establish the bi-directional tunnel before the MN attaches
to the nMAG. Hence, the handover delay caused by the HO-Initiate and bi-directional tunnel
establishment process in FPMIPv6 is eliminated completely. Consequently, the handover delay
and packet loss during the handover can be reduced significantly in the new eFPMIPv6.
To show the advantages of the proposed eFPMIPv6, Chapter 3 has also conducted a theoret-
ical analysis to mathematically model the performance of PMIPv6, FPMIPv6 and eFPMIPv6.
Theoretical results show that the eFPMIPv6 developed in this thesis outperforms PMIPv6 and
FPMIPv6 in overall handover performance.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the eFPMIPv6 protocol proposed in this thesis, sim-
ulation experiments have been carried out in Chapter 4. The simulation results have indicated
that the eFPMIPv6 protocol is effective in improving the handover performance of the PMIPv6
and FPMIPv6 in terms of overall handover delay and packet loss.
5.2 Limitations and Future Work
This research has demonstrated the effectiveness of the eFPMIPv6 integrating with the new
ETM. However, there are limitations due to the time restriction of the Masters by Research
program. Future studies expected to enhance this protocol and make it more practical include:
• to analyze and simulate eFPMIPv6 in the environments when multiple MNs perform
handovers at the same time;
• to simulate eFPMIPv6 when the MN moves randomly with a random human movement
type;
• to implement a buffering mechanism in eFPMIPv6 to eliminate handover packet loss; and
• to further enhance eFPMIPv6 for working in a multiple Local Mobility Anchor (LMA)
domain.
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